
1# Drawing for TV Stand

2#

1. Screwdriver    2. Cabinet Leg     
3. Door Hinge     4. Handle 
5. Magnetic Door Stopper    6. Triple piece: lock    
7. Triple piece: screw     8. Triple piece: pre-embedded
9. Fixed wooden plug      10. Self-tapping screw 
11. Long bar screw

3# Arrange the plate components and confirm the corresponding 
position of each component

4# Knock in the embedded part according to the preset hole and 
screw it into the screw

5# Knock in the fixed link cork according to the preset hole

6# As shown in the picture, install all the screws and wooden plugs

7#

As shown in the figure, connect the three vertical plates and the 
bottom plate of the mobile cabinet first.

Insert the screw into the preset hole and lock it with the lock.



8# Insert the backplane along the slot, pay attention to even force 
on both sides

9# Install the upper panel of the mobile cabinet at the 
corresponding position

10# Turn the cabinet over and use self-tapping screws to fix the two 
cabinet legs on the bottom plate

11# The installation of the main body of the mobile cabinet is 
completed, and it is temporarily placed aside

12#

Find the upper and lower panels of the motherboard frame, and 
install four cabinet legs on the bottom plate

The short one is the bottom plate

13# First assemble the three side panels of the side cabinet

14# Install the assembled three facades on the base plate according to 
the preset hole position



15# Put the rented mobile cabinet on the main frame as shown in the 
figure

16# Corresponding to the preset holes, assemble the small board to 
the upper board.

17# Assemble the assembled upper panel to the subject frame

18#
Find the drawer assembly, and assemble the three side panels 
first, paying attention to the position of the slot on the bottom 
panel.

19# Insert the backplane along the slot, pay attention to even force 
on both sides

20# Install the drawer panel, pay attention to the seam of the bottom 
plate slot during the process, and fasten both sides

21# Corresponding to the preset hole, use screws to fix the drawer 
handle



22# Repeat steps 18# - 21# to complete the installation of the two 
drawers

23# In the corresponding position, use self-tapping screws to install 
the door hinge on the cabinet door.

24# Use self-tapping screws to fix the cabinet door, and need to fine-
tune the door hinge positioning during the process

25# Open and close the cabinet door to determine the position of the 
door stopper and fix it with self-tapping screws.

26# Secure cabinet door handles with long shank screws through pre-
set holes

27# After adjusting the height of the cabinet legs to ensure stability, 
all installation is completed.


